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A computer simulation model has been designed to check the validity of newly-proposed
mechanism of self-quenching streamer (SQS) induced by .r-rays in gas counters. This com-
putation model reproduces the SQS propagation through a series of successive avalanches
which are init iated by free electrons created along an ionization track of incident d-ray. In
spite of a simple modeling with some approximations, computed results show good agreement
with the observed ones in nature. This means the computation model baseci on the newly-
proposed mechanism successfully interprets the essence of the SQS phenomenon induced by a-rays.
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I. INTRODUCTION

ヽヽre have reported various results of the

Optical observation of self―quenching streamers

(SQSS)in gas counters induced by α―,β̈ and
X―rays for the purpose of understanding the

operation mechanism of the SQS mOde.As

described in our previous papers(1)(2),the dense

ionization tracks signincantly COntribute to the

streamer formation when α ―rays are irradi_

ated; those streamers develop only in the

specinc directiOns lilnited by the spatial charge

distribution along the prilnary lonizatiOn tracks

formed by α ―rays. This is a direct evidence

of another SQS_formation mechanism that is

different from the conventiOnal one based on

the electron feeding by the phOtO_ionizatiOn

process(Atac's mechanism(3)).From this view

point, we have proposed an SQS― formation

mechanism for α _rays.

In order to check the validity of the neⅥ ′ly―

proposed mechanislll,a COmputer silnulation of

streamer propagation may be very helpful.
Until now some computer simulations of
streamers have been attempted under the con-
dition of nonuniform electric field to investi-
gate the properties of electrical breakdown in
gases. On the other hand, to the authors'
knowledge, computational study of SQS pro-
pagation in gas counters has not been reported
yet. In the present paper, we will describe
a simple computation model of SQS propaga-
tion induced by a-rays inside a gas counter.
Simulated results will be compared with ob-
served ones.

I[. SrnnamrR FoRMATToN
MrcnLNrsm

In the conventional streamer-formation
mechanism, including the SQS mechanism by
Atac et a/.(3), streamers are promoted by free
electrons which are produced through photo-
*  〃α力θzαカグ, J7グgαsカグ_ %々, Fγ力zθ力α 812.
**」′グηα,πグ_′οsαη′Zπα―ιん0, Tο力%sんグ協α_sん′77θ .
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ionization process around the streamer head.
In contrast with this, we have proposed a
streamer-formation mechanism which is based
on the electron feeding from high density ion-
ization-tracks formed by incident a-raysttr<zr.
In this mechanism, the first-reached electrons
to the anode wire produce an initial avalanche
near the anode surface; other delayed electrons
are fed into the initial avalanche with making
secondary avalanches, one after another, along
the electron-drifting path. An example of
expected electron-drifting behaviour in a gas
counter is given in Fig. l.
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Fig. I Calculated electron drift ing in a
gas counter from an ionization
track of n-ray to anode wire
(cross-sectional view of a gas
counter)

This calculation is clone on the
basis of electron-drift velocity
measured in CHa gas.

Through such process, a streamer-discharge
channel spreads about a few mm away from
the anode surface towards the cathode. The
streamers stop their growing when all initial
electrons have been consumed for the streamer
development.

m. CoMpur.q.TroN Monnl
AND METHOD

In the calculation, electron drifting, elec-
tron bombarded ionization and space charge
effect on the electric field are taken into ac-
count as fundamental processes. Ion drifting
is not considered because the drift velocity is
so slow that those ions almost do not move
from their formation points during the electron
drifting and streamer growing.
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1. Continuity Equation and
Characteristic-Curve Method

To simulate the electron-avalanche grow-
ing, a set of continuity equations for electrons
and single-charged positive ions (Eqs. ( 1) and
( 2 )) is numerically solved by the character-
istic-curve method in a two-dimensional space
( 6 ) - ( 7 ) .

d h

#+alv nuW--an,W, (  1)
dt

4!-  on"W, (2)
dt

where n, is the densities of electrons (cm-z),
no the densities of single-charged positive ions
(cm-z), W (: I IZI) (cmls) the drift velocity of
electrons, a (cm-') the Townsend coefficient of
ionization by collision. Following equations
a re  de r i ved  f rom Eqs . (1 )  and  (2 ) ;

n,(r, t | /t): n e(r - WAt, t) exp(Alt),

4=α 7-div″
r,

(3)

nr( r ,  t *At ) :np(r ,  t ) *aWn"(r ,  t )At .  (4  )
Equation ( 3 ) represents change of electron
density in the coordinate system moving along
the drifting path (the characteristic curve).

The counting gas is assumed to be CHn
G00%) at atmospheric pressure. Because elec-
tron swarm parameters of CHn gas, W and a,
have been measured experimentally, it is con-
venient to obtain reliable data. Analytical
expressions of electron swarm parameters in
CHn gas are prepared as a function of electric-
field strength by reference to experimental
da ta (a )  (8 ) .

2. Space Lattice and Field Calculation
For the simulation, we suppose a cylin-

drical gas counter whose inner diameter is
20 mm; the anode-wire diameter is 50 prm.
The calculation is carried out in a.semicircle
region, which is divided into 100 meshes at
regular intervals in the radial direction (from
25 pm to 10 mm) and 90 meshes at regular in-
tervals in the angular direction (from 0' to
180") as sketched in Fig. 2.

The strength of electric field produced by
space charges is simply evaluated using the
Coulomb's low between all combinations of
mesh points inside the calculation space at
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Fig。 2 Space lattice for silnulation and

a typical arrangement of initial

electrons(nOt in real scale)

each tilne step. Then their radial components

are added to the static electric neld caused by

the applied potential to the anode wire.

3. Two‐ region Medel

According to the “ twO_region model''(5)(9),

a streamer channel is classined as two differ_

ent regions: an “ active region" around the

streamer head and a “ passive region" which

represents the path between the streamer head

and the high‐ voltage electrode, graphically

shown in Fig。 3.  In the “ active region", the

charge density is relatively low and the ioni_

zation phenomenon is active because of the

high electric fleld. On the other hand,in the
“
passive region",the charge density is rather

high and the ionization phenomenon is inactive.

Therefore the cOntribution of``passive region"

to the streamer development may be very

small.  As the streamer develops longer ``ac―

tive region" change to “ passive region" step

by step.  In the present calculation, ``passive

region" is excluded fron■ the calculation space

in order to lighten the computer's calculation

load. Consequently the information inside the

streamer is lost. Nevertheless this assumption

P$.ive Region Active Region

El.c{ron

L67

may be adequate for the present purpose
because we are now interested in only propa-
gation characteristics of streamers.

4. Flow of Calculation
Initial electrons are distributed in a line

with simulating ionization tracks of a-rays
for different incident conclitions. The line
density is 6.25x 10a (electrons/cm); therefore,
for example, a 1.6 cm long ionization track is
formed as the result of about 2 MeV energy
loss of an d particle in the counting gas. A
typical arrangement of initial electrons is indi-
cated in Fig. 2 (not in real scale). In the
actual calculation, initial electrons are put on
the corresponding mesh points with proper
density so as to reproduce the uniform distri-
bution along the ionization track.

Meek's streamer condition is adopted to
judge streamer generation: when the static
electric field on the anode surface is completely
cancelled by the influence of space charges, it
is assumed that a streamer departs from the
anode surface. Streamer growing is treated
under the concept of the two region model
explained already. The region whose net-
charge density reaches to 1x10-' (C/cm') is
considered as "passive region" and the region
becomes a new streamer head. The value of
1x10-' (C/cm') corresponds to a typical net-
charge density inside a streamer region(u). (ln
the present case, net-charge density is obtained by
subtracting electron-charge density from ion-charge
density.) When the total number of electrons
inside the calculation space falls less than 100,
it is supposed that the streamer has stopped
its growing.

Time step is ordinarily chosen to be 5 ns
during initial electron drifting, 0.1 ns during
initial avalanche growing and 0.05 ns during
streamer growing. If much smaller time scep
is required, the computer program automati-
cally reduces the time step by the half and
executes the calculation over again in that
stage; this process is repeated until proper
results are obtained.

IV. Rnsults AND DlscussloN
Figure 4 shows a calculated time variation

of a streamer represented by streamer-head

ひ 卜T里 "

Elctron
Avrlrnchaa

Fig. 3 Graphical representation
of two-qegion model for
streamer simulation

Streamer H€rd
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Fig. 4 Variation of streamer length with time

positions. Three-dimensional displays of net-
charge distribution at 70.135 ns and 70.205 ns
are given in Fig. 5(a) and (b) respectively.
For this calculation, initial electrons are ar-
ranged as sketched in Fig. 2 with simulating
a 1.6 cm long ionization track. As shown in
Fig. 4, the streamer starts the growing at

H.V.=3.OkV

h=6mm

CH4(100%)

l atm.

Variations of streamer shape are studied
for some initial-electron arrangements. cal-
culated results in Figs. 6 and 7 show net-
charge distributions at the moment when the
streamers stop their elongation. Optical images
obtained with similar initial-electron arrange-
ments are indicated in the same figures(trtzr.
Those calculations are performed with sup-
posing a different sort of counting gas from
the one used for observations*. And the ge-
ometrical configurations for the computations
(shape of the cathode electrode and initial-elec,tron
arrangements) are slightly changed from those
used in observations for simplicity. In spite
of these facts, simulated results show good

J.  Nucl .  Sci .  Technol . ,

70.070 ns and ends at 70.205ns to form an
about 3,500 pm streamer channel. The calcu-
lated streamer length shows fairly good agree-
ment with observed one (about 4 mm) in CHn
gas(tr. The average speed of the streamer
propagation is estimated at about 2.6cm/ns,
which seems to be rather faster than the
typical ones of photo-mediated streamer pro-
pagation (for example about 0.1 cm/ns or less(u)).

This may be due to the difference of electron-
feeding process between both streamer types.
Because direct measurement of propagation
speed of a-ray induced streamers has not been
achieved, we have no appropriate data to com-
pare with this calculated result.

As clearly indicated in F'ig. 5, the streamer
develops only in the specific directions; the
property of bi-directional streamer propagation
which has been optically observed is adequate-
ly reproduced.

(b)
H.V.=3.OkV

h=6mm

CH4(100%)

l atrn.

agreement with observed ones in their shapes
and directions for each arrangement of initial
electrons. This means the present simple com-
putation model based on the newly-proposed
SQS mechanism successfully interprets the
essence of the SQS phenomenon induced by
4-rays.
* The observations have been performed mainly in

Ne(70%)*CH4G0%) mixture because the range
of a-rays ("oPo, 5.3 MeV) in this mixture is longer
than that in CHrQO} %) gas and the arrangements
of init ial electrons can be selected in full of va-
riety. In Figs. 6 and 7, apparent disagreement
in streamer length between calculated results and
observed ones may be due to the fact that differ-
ent gas mixtures are used.
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Fig. 5(a),(b) Three-dimensional display of net-charge distribution
In this figure, ft represents the distance frorn the

anode wire to the init ial ionization track.
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Calculation Observation
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Fig. 6 Streamer shapes calcuiated for dif{erent
positions of init ial electrons

Optical images taken with similar ini-
t ial-electron arrangements in a Ne(70%)
+CH4G0%) mixture are shown in the
right-hand. In this figure, /r is the dis-
tance from the anode wire to the init ial
ionization track and d the distance from
the a-ray source to the mylar windcw
of the coLlnter. Broken lines represent
ionization tracks of a-rays.

V. Coxcr,usron
' lhe propagation of self-quenching stream-

ers in a gas counter is simulated in order to
check the validity of newly-proposed SQS
mechanism for a-rays. A set of continuity
equations for electrons and single-charged
positive ions is numerically solved to evaluate
avalanche growing in a two-dimensional space.
The streamer development is treated under
the concept of the two region model with an
aid of Meek's streamer condition. A first com-
parison between computed and experimental
results shows a good agreement in nature and
the validity of the newly-proposed SQs-forma-
tion mechanism has been confirmed.

N f 0 9 6 「 噸 0 % )
21●Po cfays
H . ■= 2 1  k V

Fig. 7 Streamer shapes calculated for different
ranges of a-rays in counting gas

Optical images in the right-hand are
taken as those in Fig. 6. Broken lines
represent ionization tracks of a-rays.
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